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Baystate Health: Personalized Callout Guide  

Baystate Health is using personalized callouts on BaystateHealth.org to help guide users into taking 

meaningful actions. This is done by triggering alternate callouts to show when users have satisfied 

certain rules as defined in the Digital Marketing System (DMS). Configuration of those rules are covered 

in a separate guide. The purpose of this guide is to enable BaystateHealth.org content editors to modify 

the callouts that already exist as a part of current personalization plans. 

Where personalized callouts located? 
Personalized callouts can be found in the Callouts Library located under the Global section of the site 

tree. Engagement plan callouts are found under “Engagement Plan” whereas those based around 

personas are found in “Persona Personalization” 

 

What is the Default Callout and how is it used? 
The Default Callout is the callout that shows in the position above the Quality Callout and will be 

replaced with personalized callouts when a user triggers a personalization plan (either engagement plan 

or persona plan). It is called the Default Callout because it is shown to all users initially and will continue 

to be shown to users until they trigger personalization. Not all users will trigger personalization so for 

some users, this is the only callout they will see in this space. This is why the Default Callout should have 
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a broad-based message that supports major marketing goals. The Default Callout can be found under 

the “Persona Personalization” folder: 

 

How do I change a callout? 
To change any callout in the Callout Library, select the individual callout you want to change and click 

Edit in the Home ribbon to lock the callout to your user name.  

Callouts come in three different versions: Text, Image and Video. You do not need to select which 

version you want to use because Sitecore will apply the appropriate callout style based on the type of 

content you put in. 

Text Callout: Only fill in the Callout Title, Callout Copy and Callout Link with a page (either to a Sitecore 

link or external link) as shown below. 

 

Video Callout: If you set the Callout Link to a YouTube or Vimeo link, you will turn the callout into a 

video callout that will allow users to play the video on the page within the callout space or go directly 

the YouTube or Vimeo to view the video there. 

Image Callout: Adding an image using the Callout Image field will turn the callout into an Image callout. 

This is done usually by clicking the Browse button and browsing the media library for the image you 

want to use. 
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Images for callouts should be kept under Media Library > Images > Callouts: 

 

How will changing these callouts impact the personalization plans? 
You can change the titles, copy, links and images for these callouts and they will still show for the 

applicable personalization plans. An appropriate scenario for changing the callouts would be if you 

wanted to promote a different call to action for your users who are looking for information on cancer. 

Another common scenario would be changing the default callout to a more current broad marketing 

message. Do not change the callout name in the site tree as those are used for easy identification and 

tied to specific personalization plans. If you would like to delete or create a new personalization plan, 

please reference the DMS documentation for details. 


